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A complete menu of The Buffet At Grand Villa Casino from Burnaby covering all 17 menus and drinks can be
found here on the food list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided

on the website. What Robin K likes about The Buffet At Grand Villa Casino:
I actually really like this place. Compared to other buffets in the similar price range I think this might be the best
quality vs value buffet. I came here not expecting much but most things here are very tasty and there's a good
selection of dishes. The roast can be a tad tough but compared to other places, I'm just glad it's significantly

more pink. Their mushroom pasta was fantastically addictive. And unlimited co... read more. As a visitor, you can
use the WLAN of the establishment at no extra cost. What Sal Eh doesn't like about The Buffet At Grand Villa

Casino:
Honestly don’t know how this place has more than 1 star. Food was the worse I ever have . No taste and old

tasting . The area where the food was served , mostly empty and messy with all the dropped food when people
try to grab food). The kitchen tried to stop serving the meat a hour before closing .paid 73 bucks for 2 people .

Worse food I had. I wished I could tell people now to come eat when I saw them come in . read more. The Buffet
At Grand Villa Casino, popular for its diverse Canadian meals, uses ingredients that are typical of the country,

Also, the guests of the restaurant love the comprehensive variety of differing coffee and tea specialities that the
restaurant has to offer. At the bar, you can still relax after the meal (or during it) with an alcoholic or non-alcoholic

drink.
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Ho� drink�
TEA

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

Ingredient� Use�
SHRIMPS

BEEF

CHICKEN

POTATOES

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
PASTA

ROAST BEEF

SOUP

NOODLES

MUSSELS

SALAD

ICE CREAM
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Opening Hours:
Monday 00:00 -00:00
Tuesday 00:00 -00:00
Wednesday 00:00 -00:00
Thursday 00:00 -00:00
Friday 00:00 -00:00
Saturday 00:00 -00:00
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